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Dr. A top fighter pilot until a crash at Dreamland left him a paraplegic, Zen has volunteered for a medical program that may let him use his legs again. Can Dreamland survive with a key member away? Captain Breanna "Rap" Stockard. Zen’s wife has seen him through his injury and rehabilitation. While the Dreamland team is perfecting their latest weapon, code-named “End game™”, an electromagnetic bomb that can knock out any electric device for miles, an Islamic terrorist cell is conducting covert attacks in the Arabian Sea. Targeting Indian ships and oil facilities, the terrorists seem to be escaping into thin air. End Game: A Dreamland Thriller. We’d love you to buy this book, and hope you find this page convenient in locating a place of purchase. Select a bookseller - direct link to buy. A nuclear showdown seems inevitable, unless the masterminds at Dreamland can get to the mysterious source of the terror and end it, swiftly and permanently. Every technological wonder the military possesses must be employed to avert an all-out Apocalypse from an awesome new hybrid Navy destroyer to robot Nighthawks. But the fate of the region and the world will depend on the newest brainchild of the Dreamland team: an unproven instrument of ultimate power called End Game. GENRE: Mysteries & Thrillers. Dale Brown. Jim DeFelice. The eighth in the series of high-tech thrillers centered on Dreamland – a top-secret USAF weapons research centre – from the acclaimed author of “Act of War™” and “Plan of Attack™”. While the Dreamland team is perfecting their latest weapon, code-named “End game™”, an electromagnetic bomb that can knock out any electric device for miles, an Islamic terrorist cell is conducting covert. India suspects that their long-time enemy Pakistan is behind the attacks and tensions between the two nuclear powers reaches breaking point. Meanwhile China is patrolling the sea, eager to flex the muscle of its new fleet of warships, and is drawn into the mix when one of its ships is mysteriously attacked.